NCS understands that establishing a trusted public safety system begins in the field, where the data is collected. Providing rugged and reliable mobile computing solutions to individuals that directly interact with constituents is critical for accurate data collection and the transparency that citizens demand.

At the core of all trusted public safety policies is an IT infrastructure that is reliable for the capture, storage, and analysis of information that will keep citizens safe. Those departments that work out in the field, such as police, fire and EMS, corrections, or any other mobile worker, they require computing equipment that is as reliable and as tough as their work environment.

With almost 20 years of providing rugged solutions to the DoD, NCS understands how critical it is to have reliable devices in the field. From laptops to tablets, our DuraBook offering exceeds the military standards for drop, vibration, shock, dust and water - MIL-STD-810H and MIL-STD-461G. Going beyond the standard reseller, NCS offers extensive integration services. You will receive your equipment that is ready for use, customized with memory, storage, and an installed image of your operating system.

Receive Ready to Deploy Equipment

NCS, a Small Minority Owned Business, has over 26 years of experience delivering custom solutions. Our integration services team will deliver equipment that is ready to deploy with the required storage, memory, and OS image installed. Beyond full system integration, we also are able to install computer mounts in vehicles and perform all warranty services for your equipment. For those specific use circumstances, NCS can engineer custom solutions to improve efficiencies in your work environment.
### Tablets

**Durabook U11 Rugged Tablet**
The U11 rugged tablet has it all. It packs an unprecedented number of productivity features within its extremely compact and rugged exterior, including a detachable keyboard and generous space for further expansion. In addition, the U11 is the only fanless tablet in its class.

**Durabook R11 Rugged Tablet**
Every inch and detail of the Durabook R11 rugged tablet is designed to maximize the efficiency of professional field workers. The Durabook R11 is only 20mm (0.79") in height and weighs just 1.2kg (2.65lb), making it the world's most compact tablet in the fully-rugged class.

### Featured Accessories

- [Backlit Keyboard](#)
- [Car Mount](#)

### Notebooks

**Durabook Z14 Ultra Rugged Notebook**
The Z14 rugged laptop can handle data and graphic intensive tasks with ease. Its IP65 rating, protecting against dust and water ingress, MIL-STD 810H certification and resistance up to six feet drop make the Z14 more rugged than other comparable devices on the market. The device has also been tested for explosive atmosphere, solar radiation, salt fog, and fungus resistance, which goes beyond testing standards compared to other rugged devices in its class.

**Durabook S14i Rugged Notebook**
The S14i is engineered to combine military-grade durability (class-leading 4’ drop spec/IP53 rating), field-worker functionality, computing performance, and long battery life for non-stop use, making it suitable for use in locations where rain or dust may be a regular occurrence.

### Featured Accessories

- [Car Mount](#)
- [8 Bay Battery Charger](#)

### E-Tools

**E-Tool Cabinets**
Designed for multiple laptops and/or tablets, the Durabook E-Tool Cabinet stores, charges, and deploys up to 10 devices in a mobile or stationary solution. Each device is secured in its own lockable drawer. The E-Tool Cabinet can be configured with a network switch and comes standard with RJ-45 and AC power connections to each drawer.